Logitech Video Collaboration Solutions for Microsoft Teams include everything you need for an efficient, productive meeting whether in the conference room or at your desk.

**ROOM SOLUTIONS**
Transform any meeting space with Logitech and Microsoft Teams. Available in small, medium, and large configurations, Logitech Room Solutions for Microsoft come pre-configured with a Microsoft-approved small form factor computer, a Logitech conferencecam with RightSense™ technologies, a PC mount with cable retention, and the Logitech Tap touch controller.

With in-box and online resources that show how components fit together, and Logitech JumpStart for additional access to resources and deployment experts, it has never been easier to deploy Microsoft Teams throughout the workplace.

**PERSONAL WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS**
Logitech Personal Video Collaboration Kits for Microsoft turn any personal workspace into a focused collaboration space. The Zone Wireless Bluetooth® headset is paired with the Brio, and Zone Wired is paired with the C925e webcam in pre-configured kits. Both are fully plug-and-play compatible with Microsoft Teams, making them as easy to deploy as they are to use. These kits empower any size organization with tools to foster a culture of employee engagement.
UNLEASH THE POWER OF TEAMS

Bring collaboration to life with Logitech Room and Personal Workspace Solutions to take the Teams experience to the next level.

MEET ANYWHERE
Start a meeting at your desk, in a meeting room or even at a coffee shop. Teams of 10 or 10,000 can meet in one place, no matter how many places they’re in.
With one-touch join, you can easily hear and see your colleagues with Logitech solutions for Microsoft Teams.

COLLABORATE EASILY
Collaborating through video allows you to view and edit documents in real time with the added benefit of picking up on the body language and facial expressions of your colleagues.
Teams makes it easy to collaborate no matter where you are.

BE HEARD AND SEEN
Not in the meeting room? Still be in the know. With Logitech Video Collaboration, you can “be there” even when you’re not. Logitech solutions provide a modern, consistent, video-first user experience for collaboration from desktop to huddle rooms to boardrooms.

Certified for Microsoft Teams
PERSONAL SOLUTIONS

WIRED PERSONAL VIDEO COLLABORATION KIT

C925e + ZONE WIRED
Logitech C925e webcam matched with Logitech Zone Wired headset enable great video meetings from any open office workspace.

KIT CONTENTS:
- C925e Webcam
- Attached USB-A cable
- Integrated privacy shutter
- Removable clip
- Zone Wired headset with inline controller and USB-C connector
- USB-A adapter
- Travel bag
- User documentation

PRO PERSONAL VIDEO COLLABORATION KIT

BRIO + ZONE WIRELESS
Logitech’s most advanced Brio webcam matched with Logitech Zone Wireless Bluetooth headset enable exceptional video calls from any personal workspace, including an open office.

KIT CONTENTS:
- Brio Ultra HD Pro Webcam
- USB 3.0 cable
- Removable privacy shutter
- Removable clip
- Carrying pouch
- Zone Wireless headset
- USB-A receiver
- USB-C adapter
- Charging cable
- Travel bag
- User documentation

Remote attendees can clearly see whiteboard brainstorming in real-time in Microsoft Teams

ROOM ACCESSORIES

BRIO CONTENT CAMERA KIT

BRIO + CEILING MOUNT
The Logitech Brio Content Camera kit includes an adjustable ceiling mount to capture the whiteboard from an optimal distance and angle, and a USB extender to simplify cabling to the Microsoft Teams Rooms PC.

KIT CONTENTS:
- Brio Ultra HD Pro Webcam
- Heckler Ceiling mount for Brio
- Icron Ranger 2311 USB 2.0 Extender

More at aka.ms/teamsdevices
SOLUTIONS FOR ANY ROOM

TAP BASE BUNDLE
USB-connected touch controller designed for the workplace. Multiple mounting options and long and strong cabling for beautiful integration into most any interior location. Plug-and-play connectivity offers an additional display and opens the door to new applications and user experiences.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
- Logitech Tap Touch Controller
- Pre-configured for Microsoft Teams Rooms
- Logitech Strong USB 10m
- Small form factor computer - Intel NUC
- PC Mount
- 90 days of JumpStart Support

JUMPSTART FOR TEAMS ROOMS
For 90 days after your purchase of a Logitech Teams Room Solution, you have access to configuration and support resources to assist with system, software, and security configuration to fully enable your meeting room with Microsoft Teams.

TAP SMALL ROOM SOLUTION
The MeetUp conference camera further improves the Logitech Tap Room Solutions video conferencing experience with super-wide 120° field of view, pan/tilt lens, 4K Ultra HD, and 3 camera presets. Integrated audio optimized for huddle rooms. Three beamforming mics and a custom tuned speaker ensure everyone is seen and heard.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
- Logitech Tap Touch Controller
- Pre-configured for Microsoft Teams Rooms
- Logitech Strong USB 10m
- Small form factor computer - Intel NUC
- PC Mount
- MeetUp ConferenceCam + Remote
- MeetUp wall mount and hardware
- One 3m HDMI cable
- One 16 ft CAT6 cable
- One 9 ft Micro USB cable for AV Passthrough
- 16 ft USB cable
- 90 days of JumpStart Support

MEETUP
Multiple HD resolutions up to Ultra 4K. Super-wide 120° field of view enables everyone in the room to be seen. Includes RF Remote and free remote app on Google Play and iTunes.

FEATURES:
- Up to Ultra 4K video
- 120° Field of View
- 5x HD Digital Zoom
- RightSight™ Intelligent Zoom
- 3 Beamforming Mics
- RF Remote + App
- USB 2.0 cable included
- USB 3.0
Rally Plus brings all of the benefits of Rally to larger spaces. With two beam-forming mic pods and two rare-magnet speakers, up to sixteen participants can be seen and heard with near-perfect clarity. Additional mic pods (sold separately, maximum 7) can bring the Rally conferencing system to groups of up to 46 people. This modular solution is the perfect fit for large conference rooms.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED:**
- Logitech Tap Touch Controller
- Pre-configured for Microsoft Teams Rooms
- Logitech Strong USB 10m
- Small form factor computer - Intel NUC
- PC Mount
- Rally Camera
- Rally Display + Table Hubs + 2 Rally Speakers + 2 Rally Mic Pods
- Remote control + Connection cables
- One 3m HDMI cable
- One 16 ft CAT6 cable
- One 9 ft Micro USB cable for AV Passthrough
- 90 days of JumpStart Support

**FEATURES:**
- Rally Camera and Speaker
- Rally Mic Pod
- Rally Display Hub
- Rally Table Hub
- Remote

Rally Plus adds a second speaker and a second mic pod for expanded room configuration options.

**FEATURES:**
- Rally Camera and 2 Speakers
- 2 Rally Mic Pods
- Rally Display Hub
- Rally Table Hub
- Remote
ACCESSORIES

TAP ACCESSORIES

TAP TABLE MOUNT
Swiveling table mount to install your Logitech Tap video conferencing touch controller on a table

TAP WALL MOUNT
Wall mount lies flush on the wall and comes with a cable cinch for hanging an HDMI cable

TAP RISER MOUNT
This riser mount elevates the Tap to a 30° angle, and the Tap pivots 180°

STRONG USB CABLE
(10m cable included, 25m optional)

RALLY ACCESSORIES

RALLY MIC POD
15' diameter acoustic range per mic pod
Extend and connect up to 7 mic pods

RALLY MOUNTING KIT
Complete mounting kit for Rally and Rally Plus

MIC POD HUB
Provides flexible microphone placement with a clean look in any conference room

RALLY MIC POD MOUNT
Table mount for Rally Mic Pod

RALLY SPEAKER
Second speaker for Logitech Rally

MEETUP ACCESSORIES

MEETUP EXPANSION MIC
Provides a 14' diameter of total acoustic range when mic is connected to MeetUp

MEETUP TV MOUNT AND XL TV MOUNT
Above or below monitor mounting for MeetUp
Works with all VESA patterns
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